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THE CHARACTER OF DEIANEIRA IN SOPHOCLES' 
TRACHINIAE 

by Mary Scott 
(University of the Witwatersrand) 

2. Where is the Anger?1 

This is the second of a pair of articles2 on Sophocles' play, the Trachiniae, 
In the first article on the marriage of Heracles and Deianeira I argue 
that this is no straight forward love match. Deianeira is very ambivalent 
about her marriage and her own sexuality and this fact adds a further 
dimension to the apparent story line of the play. I show, then, that 
theH~ are many more complications visible than are consistent with the 
traditional interpretation of the play. By the commonest interpretation, 
Deianeira responds to Herades' sending his mistress home to live with 
them by sending him a robe, smeared with a "love charm" designed to 
win his love back to herself. She is a loving wife, innocently deceived 
by tht' guile of the Centaur, Nessus, There has been much debate on 
this point. Hester's (1980: 1ff,) article, Deianeira's 'Deception Speech',3 
summarises the division between the majority of scholars who see Deianeira 
as an innocent victim of the Centaur's deception and those who argue 
for her guilty collusion with the Centaur's murderous intent, Both these 
interpretations, as Hester argues, prove difficult to maintain at some point 
in Sophocles' plot and text. My two articles are aimed at showing that these 
interpretations considerably underestimate the complexities of Sophodes' 
writing and his character portrayal. 

I a.rgue that the perspective missing from these interpretations is Sopho
cles' awareness of the fnnctioning of the unconscious mind. In the Tra
chinilLc, I argue that Deianeira herself is unaware of her own motives. She 
is aware only of her loving motives and has repressed all awareness of her 
murderous fury at Heracles' behaviour. She is 'turning the blind eye': this 
is the \.('rm used by the psychoanalyst, Steiner (1985: 161-72), in discussing 
Oedipus in the Oedip'u8 Tyrannu8. Steiner says: "In recent years it has 

L My thanks are due to Acta. Classica's referee, Prof. Kevin Lee of the University of 
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, for several helpful suggestions. 

2. For the first of this pair of articles, see Acta Classica voL 38, 1995 pp, 17-27. 

:l. pp. :3-4, notes 4 and 7. 
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become evident that our contact with reality is not an all or nothing affair 
and psychoanalysts have become particularly interested in situations where 
reality is not simply evaded but is in addition distorted and misrepresented 
[ ... ] In this paper I want to consider one such situation, namely that in 
which we seem to have access to reality but chose [sic] to ignore it because 
it proves inconvenient to do so. I refer to this mechanism as turning a 
blind eye because I think this conveys the right of ambiguity as to 
how conscious or unconscious this knowledge is." 4 This last sentence sums 
up the reason for the debate we mentioned above and discussed by Hester 
(1980). Because people are unaware of the mechanism of denial and its 
relegation of emotions to the unconscious, they treat reahty as "an all or 
nothing affair" and people as either aware or not aware of their motives. 
And things are not as simple as that. People can act while consciously 
or unconsciously 'turning a blind eye' to their reasons for behaving thus. 
They can thus with conviction claim complete innocence with regard to 
the results of their actions since the repression has prevented them from 
looking at the obvious consequences. Thus they are prevented (or they 
prevent themselves) from being able to censor their actions and consciously 
to choose whether in reality they desire what will result from these actions. 

An obvious objection to this is that it is not conceivable that an ancient 
Greek poet should be able to perceive and portray these subtleties, these 
hidden levels in his characters. Not only is it inconceivable, the objection 
goes, that he was aware of the existence of the unconscious but it is also 
unimaginable that he would be able to portray characters whose words5 are 
so complex that they reveal that they are acting out emotional drives of 
which they themselves are unaware. How could Sophocles have been able 
to reveal the conflicts and distortions that this causes in the activites of the 
conscious mind? I argue in answer that, if by adopting this explanation we 
can answer some existing "problems" with the play's interpretatioIl, it is 
surely only reasonable to do SO. 6 

In this second article, I intend to look at the emotions of anger and 
jealousy in the play, especially the treatment of anger. These would seem 
to be the most obvious reactions for Deianeira to have experienced at her 
husband's behaviour. But things turn out not to be so simple. 

Anger is an emotion that holds problems for Deianeira. Most notable 
in this regard is her speech in lines 531ff. Her identification with and, 
therefore, pity for the captive maiden lole whom Heracles has sent to their 
home means that she cannot experience the most logical emotion at being 

4. p. 161. I have cited this passage in my article Psychoanalysis and Sophoclean 
Tragedy (1992: 63-4). 

5. One has nothing but Sophocles' text to work on (cf. Scott (1992: 58)). 

6. See Scott (1992: (5) and Vellacott (1971: 121) on this point. 
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SllllC'rccded in her own home--anger. She speaks of "the two of us" waiting 
as ;t "(mClyxClI,(0[J.Cl under one blanket" 539-40. Clearly she and Iole are 
S(,Cll as suffering the same fate--they are both passive victims of Heracles: 7 

thus, Deianeira will be unable to feel anger at the new mistress. But 
the underlying anger is obvious. Her words are bitter, as they are in her 
reference to Heracles as the "so-called" (XClAOU[J.cVO<; 541) faithful, noble 
maIL ()TCC(yxC(Al0[J.Cl which translations render as "wife", actually means 
"t.haJ which one embraces" i.e. it is something passive rather than active 
ill thp relationship.s Andromache uses it of her toddler son Astyanax at 
Eur. Troiades 752.9 Meanwhile, however, the messenger has quoted Lichas 
as saying that he was bringing lole to be OCl!-LO:P'tCl (428) to Heracles and 
t.he same word (406) is used of Deianeira's position in relation to Heracles. 
Thus we can see that Iole is being brought as, in a sense, a replacement 
for Deianeira, and yet her identification with lole prevents her from feeling 
anger towards her replacement. Surely, then, the anger would most logically 
hp directed at Heracles. Such, Deianeira exclaims bitterly, are the rewards 
for keeping his house (olxo()plCl) sent to her in return for such a long period 
of I-)c;l'vice (540, 542). Her bitterness is dear: but immediately she adds: 

hit> OE OUlloucrOcu [J.EV OVX bdO"tClIlClt 
vocrOUV'tl xdv<p rw)',Aa. 'tnoc 'tft vocr<p' 

543-410 

The sickness she refers to is presumably that of love and she twice 
states this association between love and an disease. Labelling it thus 
gives her a pretext for not experiencing anger. After all, one does not 
gd angry with someone whose behaviour is due to an illness. Deianeira 
has Cl pict.ure of herself as an accepting, patient and kindly person and 
any feelings inconsistent wit.h this would be hard, or even impossible, to 
('xpn;ss. Therefore, she quickly denies anger. But she does not say "I am 
llOt. angry", but "I do not know how to be angry "543. Yet we note 
t.tUi-t immediately she continues: 

For a discussion of Deianeira's identification with Iole and her situation see Scott 
(1995 p.21). 

H. Pa.ce Kamerbeek (1946: ad "u:tctyxctAlal1ct: object van l1(l1VOl1e:v: betekent 
hier: 'omarming'. niet 'voorwerp van omarming'." 

~.i. lIowever. it. occurs at. Eur. Hd. 242 referring to Hera as the ae:l1vQv u'ltaYXctA(a(J.ct 
of Zeus-also a very ambivalent relationship. And at Eur. Held. 42, the associated 
verb form Ult'Y'jYxctAm,LivYj occurs, referring to Alcmene, embracing her grandchil
dren, Heracles' sons. 

lO. The text I have used is Easterling (1982, reprinted 1989) CUP, but I have used the 
iot.a subscript. 
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'to 0' (Xi) ~UVOlXELV 'tjjOE 0floV 'tLC; ch yuv~ 
06v(xL1o, XOlVWVOVO(X 1WV Gtt'HWV YO:[1wv; 

545-6 

Her attempts at denying the anger as inconsistent with herself arc simply 
not working under the pressure of this unacceptable situation-the sheer 
closeness of the forced association of the two women, alongside Deianeira's 
identification with Iole. 

Elsewhere, we have seen that one of the ways Deianeira deals with her 
anger is by being worldly wise and understanding. Earlier, she has spoken 
of herself as one who knows the ways of men (1av8p&)1twv 439) in that, by 
nature (1tE<pUXEV 440), men do not always take pleasure in the same things. 
One who thinks aright (XctAWC; <ppov£i: 442) would not fight against Eros, 
for he rules, as he wishes, over both the gods and her. Why should he 
not lord it over another women as over her? 442~4. This has regularly 
been taken as meaning that Deianeira sees Iole as being as overwhelmed 
by love for Heracles as she is herself. But in view of what Deianeira ha..'l 
revealed of her attitude to her marriage,ll this would hardly be the basis 
for her identification with Iole. There is 110 evidence that Iole feels love for 
Heracles either. As we saw in the first of this pair of articles, Deianeira does 
indeed feel that Eros has ruled her life with absolute tyranny; and of course 
she identifies with Iole, another object of Heracles' sexual desires, brought 
into a foreign country, having lost her father and her home town. Granted 
that Iole is a slave: but since Deianeira, in denying herself the experience 
of aggression, has made herEie1£ a passive victim in life, the differences in 
their situations are minimalised. 

Therefore, she goes on: 

W01' £L 1L l:(~flij) 't' &vopt 1jjO£ 1n VOO(p 
), T)<p8tv1t [1Efl7:10C; d[1L, Xctp1Ct !lct[ VO[1C(l, 
~ 1nOE 1n yuvcttxl, 1jj [1£l:GtL1L~ 
10\) [1TjOE:V GtlOXPOV fl1)o' ef.-tot XGtXOV 1LVOC;. 

445-8 

Her identification with Iole again makes it impossible for her to blame 
Iole as the seductress and feel anger towards her. Kamerbeek (1970: 111) 
with great perceptiveness wonders, "Do we delude ourselves if we hear a 
certain mental constraint in these disagreeable alliterations on 1?" I see 
an admirable representation of gritted teeth in these words. Anger would 
indeed be the most natural reaction in her situation; yet it is being rigidly 
controlled and denied. We note too the vivid or real form of the conditional: 

11. cf. Scott (1995: passim) where I argue that Deineira, married to the 'superman' of 
the ancient world, might have been expected to be blissfully happy, but, in fact, is 
shown as thoroughly dissatisfied with and ambivalent about her marriage. 
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"If 1 blame . .. I am mad." There is no potentiality or remoteness in the 
constrnction. She is saying that she does not blame them: but the vivid 
form of her language leaves us sensing that she does feel in the grip of some 
cxtn'llH'ly powerful emotion. It (~ven seems to her that she is completely 
out uf her mind, she is mad, not if she "were to feel" thus, but if she "does 
feel" it. 

III t 1](' Greek, what Deianeira actually says here is "if I am [lQ.l1tl:OC; for 
tlJb ma.n ... ". Of [ls[l1tl:OC;, Easterling (1982: ad loc.) says that it "is active 
in ~ellSC) 'apportioning blame'. Normally it means 'deserving blame'." She 
refers to Jebb's note on 01' 969 for other examples of adjectives with 
an active as well as a passive sense. Nowhere, however, is it asserted 
that the active meaning is the usual one. Thus, the normal meaning of 
these lines is "If I am deserving of blame for this man in the grip of this 
illness ... " Sophocles is too skilled a craftsman to have caused her to 
express herself in this way unless he were suggesting that this is the way that 
she nnro:lsciously feels--to blame for what has happened. And, she feels, if 
she is to blame, she is utterly mad. We can see the desperation of her need 
for repression here, for splitting off the unacceptable feelings and projecting 
them away from herself. Some powerful emotions are threatening to burst 
into consciousness and she feels driven out of her mind. After all, it is 
the unacceptability of emotions, the powerful threat that they represent 
for the individual's sense of who (s)he is that leads to their being split off 
and denied in the first place. It threatens disintegration of the self if those 
feelings return uncontrollably. 

It seems therefore that Deianeira feels to blame in the situation: this may 
well be the answer to our initial question: "Where is the anger?" Deianeira 
ment.ions as something known to them all that Heracles "married" (e:YT)[lE:) 
a lot of other women and none of them had received any insult or bad 
word from her (460-2). It seems probable that her ambivalence about her 
marriage was so great that she actually experienced no anger at having her 
sexual marital duties performed by someone else. If this was her reason 
for Hot feeling the need to reproach Heracles or his mistresses, she would 
not allow herself to be aware of it but would simply see her reaction and 
beha viour as another example of the nobility of her nature. However, at 
the same time a feeling of guilt at her collusion with Heracles' affairs would 
cOllstantly threaten to break through. 

But why would this mechanism not be successfully operating in lole's 
It seems likely that it would be because of her identification with 

12. lIester (1980:2) argues that Deianeira "does not seem to have yet realised that 
there is a difference between a number of mistresses who are out of sight and one 
present in her own house." and speaks of editors who have also failed to note this 
difference. But I am wondering what evidence we have that this is the first mistress 
Heracles has brought into the house. It seems to me that lines 460-2 make a lot 
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Iole which is preventing her from splitting off her sexuality and projecting 
it on to Iole. The power of the threat to her self-image constituted by the 
immanence of these unacceptable emotions is so great that she feels in the 
grip of madness. 

She goes on: 

~08 ,,;' 0150' crv El 
x&:pt' €vtcxxdT) 1:0 IfLA£lV, €Ted 09' I~yw 
<»xnpcx o~ [.LoJw:cx 1tpOO~AE~CXO', (>cL 

";0 xetHoC; cxu,,;~C; tOY Ploy OlW),WC:V, 

xcxl. y~v lW1:p0cxv OUX ExOVOCX OUO[.LOpOC; 
Em::pm: xaOoUAWOEV. 

462-713 

Easterling (1982: ad lac.) notes that the subject of the verb "were mehed 
away" would most naturally be Iole, "but many editors prefer to understand 
Heracles (with the scho1.).14 It is hard for modern readers to decide which 
formulation would be the most natural for D.: 'I should not blame her 
even if she were quite absorbed in her passion for Heracles' or 'I should 
not blame her even if Heracles were quite absorbed in his passion for her', 
i.e. even if she were a special case in Her acles , love affairs. The evidence 
of 444 ... suggests that D. might be thinking of lole's feelings here; cf. 
Winnington-lngram, Sophocles 81 n.27." Earlier in this article, we have 
already noted the difficulties attendant on the interpretation of line 444 as 
meaning that lole is in love with Heracles. It should also be noted that, if 
we see Heracles as the subject of the verb "were melted away", the phrase, 
by a magnificent use of Sophoclean irony, foreshadows the actual torments 
that Deianeira will bring about for Heracles. Any psychoanalyst would 
argue that Deianeira's use of the word--hardly the most usual to use in 
the context~-could be seen as revealing an unconscious wish. In fact, it is 

more sense if we visualise Deianeira as face to face with '"hese mistresses too. Does 
it not also make more sense of ,nOE bp.ou ill 545 (i.e. explain the use of 'this woman' 
here although Iole is not present) if we see it as contrasted with sharing her house 
with other women? It certainly could be accompanied by a gestnre towards the 
house where Iole is, yet it still seems more pointed if contrasted with other women 
in the same position. At any event. I don't think it can be proved that role is the 
first mistress sent to the house. It may be that this idea has prevailed precisely in 
order to explain Deianeira's reaction here. 

13. We note that the reasons Deianeira gives here for her pity of role cannot in fact 
be trne since she felt pity long before she knew of Iole's individual circumstances. 
The aspects that she pitied were lole's grief, helplessness and enslavement (298-
302, 329-33). However, people would not naturally comprehend her identifying 
with lole's grief, helplessness and sense of having no control over her life, of being 
totally subject to Heracles. Thus the reasons she gives here have taken over in her 
mind because they are socially more acceptable as causes for her pity. 

14. e.g. Kamerbeek (1946: ad loc.): "wsch. is Heracles subject." 
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pmisihle to speculate that Sophoclean irony often results from his intuitive 
observation of this kind of verbal slip in everyday life. 

In view of what we have seen of Deianeira's attitude to lole's arrival at 
her home, it is of interest that, after hearing from Lichas the truth of who 
Jo)t' is, Deianeira invites the messenger into the house so that she can give 
him messages for Heracles and also 

& 1;' aV1;l owpwv owpa XP~ npocraptl0cr::u, 

494 

The repetition of owpa and the use of aV1;[ emphasize the reciprocity 
of the gifts and the npocr-prefix of the verb "besides") emphasises the 
importance of the correspondence that is aimed at. What kind of gift 
could be "very fitting" as "a return for" gifts from one's husband that 
illclude a young girl to be taken into one's house as his mistress? What 
kiud of a }lCrson must we imagine Deianeira to be if these words herald the 
sending either of straight gifts or of a love charm to win Heracles back? 
Davies (1991: ad loc,) says of npooaptl6oC(t: "here merely 'bestow' (though 
some have detected a sinister irony foreshadowing the literal fastening of 
the shirt to Heracles,)" 15 Kamerbeek (1970: ad loc, on ltpoO'<xptlOO'<Xl) says: 
"in my opinion the poet means us to understand that Deianeira has already 
concei ved her fatal plan; the verb ltpooC(PtloO'<Xt makes us think of the peplos 
or of the philtrum (cf, 687) or of both; at the same time the verb, with 
0wpa, can be understood as meaning: 'to make a suitable return-gift'." I 
do not see how one can deny the Sophoclean irony in the word "fitting 
closely to". I agree therefore that they indicate that Deianeira has already 
formulated her plan, though she is not allowing herself to be conscious 
of its implications. But the vocabulary used also reflects her unconscious 
wish to make her gift an appropriate return for his. I cannot understand 
how the double sense of this word could be perceived and it yet be seen as 
simply referring to the plan to use the love charm on Heracles. This would 
he lleither an appropriate nor a closely fitting return. But as a reflection 
of an unconscious wish to send him a destructive gift, together with the 
Sophoclean irony in the literal sense of the word, it is entirely appropriate. 

Lines 494-6, therefore, tell us that Deianeira goes into the house fully 
intending to plan an appropriate response to Heracles' action. There is a 
t,one of great bitterness. Yet we know that Deianeira tends to deal with 
bitterness by splitting and projection and the re-establishing of her self
image as a patient, enduring wife. We know then that she will not burst 

15. cf. Kamerbeek (1946: ad loc,): "npocra.pflocrcn: passend geven in ruil v~~r ... 
Omineus gezegd, voor het gewaad dat zich om Heracles zal voegen en vastkleven." 
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out into angry words or actions. We can only wait to see what effect the 
repression of any bitterness will have on her chosen actions. 16 

--Whc~l~-Deianeira emerges from the house again, she starts to tell the 
chorus secretly (MEl()~ 533) what she has contrived (Cnc:xvYjcrclt.LYlV 5~34). 
The need for secrecy and the air of cunning is clear. It seems to me that 
both of these are more appropriate to the unconscious aim of her gift than 
they are to the surface one. 

The anger is very near the surface. It is at this point that Deianeira 
utters the words quoted at the beginning of our discussion of anger (539-
40), with their picture of the two women, inextricably linked, awaiting 
togetlwr Heracles' sexual attentions, and then struggles (543-4) with the 
resultant anger. Now she gives a reason (ya() 547) that no woman could 
endure what is being forced upon her. 

O()W YC1() ~~Yjv 1~V ~EV E()ltOucrCiV It()Ocrul, 
1~V of: <pEl(voucr(;(v' (;)v a.<pCi()ltcl(EtV <ptAeI 
O<peCiA~OC; &vEloc;, 'tWV 0' {n:£X1()EltEl ltOOCi. 
'tCiU't' ouv <pO~ou~Cit, ~~ ltome; ~EV 'H():lXA~C; 
g~oe; XCiA~'tCit, 1~e; VE:uHE()CiC; 0' (Xv~(). 
a.H' 013 ya(), W01t£() e:tltOV, 0nCi(V£lV XC/.Aov 
yuvCiIxCi VOUV £XOUcrCiV' 

547-553 

Now that, without being aware of it, Deianeira has, a."l we shall learn, 
allowed herself to act on her anger, it is very near the surface. She here 
gives expression to the intense feelings of jealousy which one would expect 
from a woman in her position. Youth in Iole is at its attractive best, while 
at Deianeira's age, it is on the decline: her fear, then, is that Heracles 
will be called her husband but a younger woman's manY It seems that 
this ha.s been almost precisely the situation that she has connived at all 
these years. But her inability to split off and project her sexuality on to 
Iole has left her with the attendant jealousy and enforced awareness of the 

Hi. \Ve note that it is at this point in the play that the chorus sing their ode to 
Aphrodite's mighty strength and describe the battle for Deianeira's hand. Why 
does Sophocles assign this theme to the chorus right now? The battle has been 
described before by Deianeira; thus its repetition here must be significant. It 
seems to me that Sophocles is reminding us that Deianeira's dissatisfaction with 
her marriage is not a new thing. It reminds us too that Deianeira is replaced 
not just as a sexual partner but also as the woman for whom Heracles did battle. 
She no longer has this uniqueness to cling to. Now another woman also deserves 
this description (351ff.). We see moreover that the chorus' singing of this ode 
emphasises the extent of their sympathy with Deianeira. They even add details to 
her original story. "Ve are thus prepared for the intimate role they will play as her 
confidantes in the coming scene. 

17. cf. p. 35 where we noted that the same word (o<X!J.<Xp1:<X) could refer both to Deianeira 
(406) and to role (428 and 429). 
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difference in their ages. Losing the image of herself as the patient enduring 
wife has exposed her to herself as one with sexual feelings, however difficult 
and ambivalent, and, therefore, as the rejected one of the pair of closely 
associated women. But again, though we see her develop the theme of her 
jealousy, we find that the anger, as something inconsistent with the woman 
of good sense with which she identifies herself, is rejected as unacceptable 
(552:3). 

Al1(l it is now that she says that she will tell the chorus how she has 
found A\H~PLOV tAUl1:T]vat 554, a painful remedy, words often rejected as not 
making sense here. 18 However, emendations suggested are not convincing. 
For example, Jebb's AWr-?T]Vex, alleviation, is merely a repetition of AU1:~ptOV. 
It is much more likely that Sophokles is using an oxymoron-a remedial 
pa.in. There is no doubt that, by Sophoclean irony, the words apply well 
to the actual effect of the gift she is sending to Heracles. The problem 
lit's with what she could be intending as her conscious meaning. Why 
should Deianeira be referring to her planned remedy as a "pain" that she 
"possesses" (rxw 553)? 1 cannot accept, with G. Hermann and ElIendt,19 
that the words refer to "a relief for herself and a pain for lole". Her 
identification with lole makes this impossible. 1 agree with Stinton20 in 
accepting that the pain, at a conscious level, is that of Deianeira. But 
I argue that her pain arises from the fact that she is fighting to conceal 
from herself her knowledge of the true nature of the destructive charm she 
is using. In fact, her next words show clearly what an effort it must be 
demanding to turn a blind eye to the realities. 

The first line of her description of the painful remedy uses the words 
r.:ct},CW)V and &'pXa.[ou (555). Both emphasise that she has had a long time 
to reflect on the nature of the remedy. It is also noted that it came as a gift 
from a e~p (556), which she had gathered at his suggestion from the blood 
of his wound as he lay dying (558) at Heracles' hands. She then explains 
that the centaur Nessus used to carry people across the river Euenos for 
a fee and that, when she was travelling with Heracles to his home after 
the contest for her hand, Nessus had, while carrying her on his shoulders, 
in mid-crossing, touched her with lewd (V~1:ct[a.lC; 565) hands. When she 
had sereamed, Heracles had straightaway shot Nessus in the chest with an 
arrow. If nothing else, surely this emphasises repeatedly that she had no 
reason to think that Nessus' attitude to her and Heracles would be one of 
goodwill! 

18. cf. Easterling (1982: a.d loc.) But I agree with Kamerbeek (1946: 39 a.d loc.) who 
says: "AV1:T,PLOV iets dat losmaakt, bevrijdt, staat met de kraeht van AGov enheeft 
A'JJtr,!l<X als objectsaccusativus bij zich." 

t9. cited by Kamerbeek (1970 ad loc.). 

20. Notes on Greek Tragedy, I, JHS 96 (1976) pp.138-9. 
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And as Nessus lay dying from this wound, he suggests to Deianeira: 

,oaovo' ov~an ,WV s[J.wv, SCtV r;(9n, 
n:op9[J.wv, 690uvsX' umci1:YJv a' sr;s[J.lp' e:yw. 

570-1 

This iR hardly the best reason for him to be desiring to give her a friendly 
gift! He goes on: 

SCtV yCtp a[J.1.ptepsn:,ov (ltfl(l 1:WV sflwV 
a1.p(lywv e:VEyxn xspa(v, iJ flSActYXOAOU<; 
spmvsv lOV<; 9PEflfl(l Aspv(l((l<; {)oP(l<; 
Sa,(lL cppsvo<; aOL 1:oG1:0 X1)AYJ'r,pLOV 
1:~<; 'HP(lXAsl(l<;, wa1:s flr,1:L\J' daLOWV 
a1:Ep~SL YVV(llX(l XElvo<; &V1:1. aoiJ "Mov. 

572--7 

Surely this is a very disturbing speech if one accepts the traditional 
interpretation that nothing is operating here but Deianeira's wish to win 
her husband back with a love-charm. The gift has not been sent yet. 
There is time for Deianeira to change her mind. And Sophocles is at pains 
to emphasise that she should have done so. Several phrases give warning 
of danger. Not only does the blood come from a fatal wound inflicted by 
Heracles, but his arrow too has been covered with poison from the Hydra-
and this fact is known to the dying Nessus. Logic cries out that Deianeira 
could not, under those conditions, have trusted the centaur's telling her 
that the blood would be beneficent. 

We might note, too, that, when Deianeira instructs Lichas on delivering 
the robe to Heracles, she adds the details that he should ensure that no-one 
put it on before Heracles, and that no heat, no ray sunlight or firelight 
should be allowed to touch it 21 until Heracles "should stand publicly and 
display it conspicuously to the gods on a bull-slaying day" (608-9). Why 
should a love-philtre have to be administered publicly and at the sacrifice 
of a bull'? Is this relevant only to the new robe which she has smeared with 
the charm and which she wants displayed publicly because of her pride in 
her workmanship, or becasue it is somehow sacred? Or does she, at some 
level, want. Herades' punishment to have the extra dimension of its being 
witnessed by gods alld men, symbolically at the time of the sacrifice of a 
bull, that symbol of crude masculine power? Both probably are trne-the 
one reason operating wholly consciously and the other motivated by her 
unconscious desires. 

Deianeira now continues: 

21. For the secrecy, see pAl. 
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-eaCh;' £VVOr,OClO', w cplACll, OO[lOlC; yap ~V 
xdvou eClVOV"tOC; SYXEXAf,[lSVOV XCi/"WC;, 
xnwvCi "tOVO' S~w¥Ct.) r:POo,'3::Xf,OUO' ooa 
(WV XEtVOC; Et;:.::' 

578-81 

Here arc two reminders ((jav6v-eac; 579 and, by implication, (wv 581) 
that tbe donor is now dead alld Deianeira here uses the very word (£~Ct.<jJa 

that she has quoted Nessus as using to describe the poisoning of the 
arrows (e:rhysv 574). Although it is only later when her misgivings have 
be)';llJl that Deianeira relates (,hat Nessus had instructed her to keep the 
charm hidden from daylight and untouched by human hand (684-6), she 
dcws mention here and at line 556 that it had been kept "hidden away". 
This makes a perfect image for something which must be kept away from 
consciousness, which must be hidden away even from oneself. 

\Vhy, if Sophocles were simply portraying for us a character who is 
dec<:'ived into believing this charm a well-meant one, does he not place this 
speech full of foreboding, packed with signals of ill omen, after Deianeira 
has already sent the gift to her husband? Would it not then make more 
sellse as indicating the dawning of fears as to the real meaning of the 
centaur's gift? This speech would most naturally occur after lines 663-4, 
wll('re Deianeira re-enters and says to the chorus: 

yuvcxIXSC;, WC; OEOOlXCt. [l~ r:SpCil":tpw 
ltSltPCiY[lEV' n [lOl r:ave' aa' ap"t[wc; EOpWV. 

Deialleira's earlier words would in fact give a most natural reason here 
for the beginning of her feelings of misgiving, if we are to see her earlier 
lwhaviour as simply misguided. I think the essential question is whether we 
are )',oing to regard Sophocles as showing in lines 555 ff. a singular lack of 
:mhtlety and skill, or whether we should accept him as displaying a level of 
UlHierstanding in character portrayal almost unbelievable for his time--as, 
in otlwr words, giving us a character that has an unconscious dimension, 
WllO, without being aware of it, inwardly knows the hostile nature of the 
charm hut is "ignoring" it. 

As it when asked why she is feeling misgivings, she answers: 

01)( OlO' cWu[lw 0' d CPCt.V~OO[lCt.l "taXCt. 
xaxQv [lsy' E:XJ1:pct~CW' eXlt' £f.r:(OOC; XCt.A~C;. 

Her fear is of being revealed as having done a great eviL Once again, this 
is psychologically convincing-that the defences against awareness of what 
she has done should only break down after the action is performed. "Cntil 
this time, all her energies are concentrated on preventing this awareness, on 
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preserving the picture of herself as a noble, accepting woman. It would be 
far too threatening to allow awareness of the other side to creep through, 
far too unacceptable to allow the realities of her bitter jealousy and furious 
anger to reach her consciousness. 

Therefore her solution is to turn the blind eye.22 This mechanism, de
scribed by Steiner (1985), involves ignoring, obstinately remaining ignorant 
of uncomfortable facts in one's reality. Let us observe Deianeira doing this. 
She is aware-but ignores the fact that-Heracles and she, between them, 
ended Nessus' life because her husband killed him defending her from the 
centaur's lust. She ignores the fact that she is told by their victim, who 
is aware of the presence and the strength of the poison, to take the blood 
from the very point which is smeared with the poison, She has to ignore 
the fact that his promise that Heracles would never love another woman 
more than her would be fulfilled if Heracles died, just as much as if the 
substance acted as a love charm: however, she was quick enough, with 
her tendency to expect the worst,23 to realise that Heracles' death would 
fulfil the prophecy on the tablet he h<1.'3 left behind that his labours will 
come to an end.24 Now we see why Sophocles belabours the point as he 
does and loads us with reasons why Deianeira should not have been able 
to expect a happy outcome from her use of the charm. These reasons 
reveal not only the circumstances in which she obtained the charm but 
also her own characteristic tendencies. It is not poor artistry on Sophocles' 
part to which we must turn a blind eye because of his skill elsewhere: 
indeed it is precisely here that we truly see his greatness, his ability to 
portray characters operating at all the complexity of levels that people do 
in everyday life, We are being enabled to see how desperate was Deianeira's 
need at this time and how her circumstances combined with her personality 
required her to ignore the most obvious seeming clues in order to avoid the 
totally unacceptable feelings the situation is rousing in her. 

We Hole too that, when she sees Lichas re-emerging from the house, 
Deianeira abandons any hesitations she might have been feeling and, rein
forced by the chorus' reactions'-which amount to eneouragement when so 
many invitations to demur are ignored25 --says to them: 

22. cf. p,;l3f. on Steiner (1985: 161,,72), and Scott (1992: 61-64). 

23, This is an important characteristic of those repressing aggression because they 
constantly fear that the aggression might have broken loose and been acted upon, 

24. CL Scott (1995: 24) where this instance is discussed, 

25. It. is interesting to note that, just as Vellacott and Steiner see the chorus in the 
01' as joining in a conspiracy of ignorance, of turning the blind eye to reality, so 
here the chorus·-so consistently sympathetic with Deianeira-'joins her in turning 
a blind eye to the nature of the love-charm. 
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[lOVOV r.:~p' V[lWV e;1) ai£yo[[lt:0" WC; ax6t4J 
xCiv ~taxpCx n:paaanc;, oun:Ot' ataXIJVn n:wn· 

596-7 

Kanwrbeek (1970:138) argues that it is hard to believe that Sophocles 
ma].;:e:-; Deianeira say the words, "if you achieve shameful deeds" and urges 
that n:pCWO't:lV here means "to fare". He goes on, "If this is right, the words 
here must refer to her being put to shame in the event of her attempt 
faIling Hat; then, if nobody discloses the means by which she tried to win 
back Heracles' love, the shame will be for herself alone and she will not 
fall disgracefully." Kamerbeek also gives a footnote reading, "We might 
also think that she means "even alO'xpa (and this is not ~lO'Xp6v)"." I do 
not see that we need to go to such lengths to see Sophocles' meaning. He 
is describing with great accuracy the need for turning a blind eye in her 
present situation and is showing her inviting the chorus to collude. At a 
cOllscious level, all she would be aware of is a need for secrecy and a sense 
that she is involved in something shameful. But the very fact that she is 
splitting off the emotions involved here mean that she cannot examine and 
therefore censor them. The defence of splitting off and denying does serve 
to prevent the person's having to acknowledge the feelings as his/hers, but 
equally it prevents him/her from being able to make conscious decisions 
about whether (s)he is going to act on or give expression to these same 
feelings. 

Only now, after the deed has been done, do Deianeira's defences against 
awareness of the real character of her gift collapse. Now she enters, 
expressing fears that she has acted to excess (1tt:pCI:lt£pW 663). Now, she 
sW3pects that she has done great harm, with the best of intentions (666-7). 
When the chorus asks whether this has anything to do with her gift to 
Heracles,2G she says: 

[la/,wta y), wait: [l~n:o't) &V 7tpo0\)[l[~v 
(1)r)AOV EPYOV 'tij)Mpal v£(Jat A~Pdv. 

669-70 

Her dread-filled thoughts are so fearful that she now expresses a wish 
that she had never conceived a readiness for action, while operating in the 
dark (croTJ/'ov). This is remarkably like a wish that she had not turned 
a blind eye to the realities! We note that, in the Greek, it is her desire 
(r.:poOV[llo:), her drive for action, that she wishes had been out in the open, 
rather than the act itself. 

She explains to the chorus that the Hock of wool with which she had 
applied the "charm" to the robe has vanished: 

26. We note the chorus jumping to a conclusion only natural if they have been colluding 
in turning a. blind eye (see note 25) and now also have awareness forced upon them. 
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~ '(.\ 27 , ,~, 
oWr-0POV 11:pO<; OUoE:VO<; 

,WV EVOOV, &n' EOW,QV E~ IX\)";OU rpOtv£t, 
xal Cjxfl XIX,' axplX<; (J)uMoo<;. 

676-8 

She recaHs that she carried out exactly (11:ap~xct ... 01JQ8V (82) the 
instructions of "the beast centaur whose ribs were pained by the bitter 
arrow" (6801). Sophocles reminds us again of the degree of denial and 
repression that were necessary to believe that the effect of the charm could 
be good. There is also a ritualistic quality to the meticulous care she gave 
to meeting the centaur's wishes precisely, and this smacks of the kind of 
"busYl1(!SS" so often used in the ritualistic actions of unhappy or neurotic 
people in order to protect themselves from awareness of their fears and 
distress. 

Let us note here the debate on line 684, excised by Wunder on the 
grounds that it adds nothing new and that, in fact, l:Otav,' EOpWV here 
is condemned by x&opwv WLaV,ct in line 688. Jebb (1908: ad lac.) argues: 
"The rniteration '" is unnecessary: but in her" (i. e. Deianeira's) "actual 
state of mind, it is full of dramatic truth. The scholiast read this verse." 28 

We must note the whole context of her treatment of the Centaur's instruc
tions as though they were engraved in bronze: 

;tap~xlX eE:a!1wv ouosv, &n' Eaw~6!1l)v 
xaAx~<; 011:<0<; OVaVL11:,OV Ex OEAl:OU YPIX(f~v, 

682-3 

Clearly the repetitiousness is a deliberate attempt on Sophocles' part to 
represent the rigidity and ritualistic quality Sophocles has observed in the 
actions of someone who is repressing their real involvement in these actions. 
One possible reason, then, for Deianeira's excitement and agitation is that 
her own motives are tending to push into her consciousness and much 
more energy is required to prevent their getting loose! Like all those whose 
rationalisation for their actions is "I was just obeying orders" 1 Deianeira 
repetitively emphasises that she was following precisely the instructions of 
the Centaur. 

It is at this point that we learn for the first time that the instruction to 

avoid light's falling on the charm came from the C(~ntaur. Deianeira was 
to keep it "in the inmost corners of the house" and away from all light and 
heat (6856). It is interesting that she did not mention this to the chorus 
ea.rlier in her detailed account of how she came by the charm. Since she 

27. I<amerbeek (1946: ad loc.) notes: "passief; vg!. 0\Q'.(361,0<;; 1084 actief". Again, 
Sophoclean irony reveals in the language the true effect of the "love-charm". 

28. Karnerbeek (1970: ad loc.) says: "The syntax is loose, faithfully reflecting D's 
excitement." . 
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was following this instruction also as a defence mechanism--since she was 
not only literally storing the charm in the dark but also, by turning a blind 
ey(" kJ,eping herself from looking clearly at what she was doing~it was too 
risky to mention the instruction. It would have been too much like saying 
to the chorus, "And this is also how I have avoided thinking about its 
llature." She goes on in lines 706~-18 to state the reasons we have already 
mentioned that she should not have anticipated goodwill from the centaur 
alld her fears that she has destroyed her husband. Now she is saying, "How 
cOllld I have been so blind?" 

'rllis, in fact, is what this article has been examining~Deianeira's reasons 
for not seeing the true nature of the gift she was sending, for her turning 
t.lw blind eye. We see, too, why when her son, Hyllus, accuses her of 
having murdered his father, she offers no defence but exits in silence and 
commits suicide. Herein lies the rich fullness of Sophocles' depiction of the 
tragedy of Deianeira. Here is a woman whose whole desire in life is to be a 
good woman. Because of this, she does not allow herself to look at her less 
desirable side. Therefore this side of her is not subject to conscious control. 
Thue; her very desire to be a good woman prevents her from censoring her 
own actions. She cannot refuse to aet on her destructive urges precisely 
because they are so unacceptable that she turns a blind eye to them. Thus 
her dream of goodness leads her into taking an action that she would never 
consciously have ehosen for herself. Deianeira who tries to live life as if all 
within her was sweetness and light ends up, without deliberate decision, 
gi ving the ultimate expression to her anger in murder and suicide. 
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